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We have combined the Voyager 2 low-energy plasma data from the Plasma ScienceExperiment (PLS)
and the magnetic field data from the Magnetometer Experiment (MAG) with the Voyager 2 Low Energy
Charged Particle Experiment (LECP) ion data (E > 28 keV) for the previously describeddistant mag-

netotail observations(5000 < R < 9000 Rj). We showfor the first time a definiteenhancementof LECP
fluxes within the core regions where the PLS densities and magnetic field pressure are lower than
surrounding regions, indicating that this hot tenuous plasma is present within the core regions. In
general there is a strong anticorrelation between PLS density and LECP fluxes, while a lesspronounced
anticorrelationbetweenmagnetic field pressureand LECP fluxes is observed.Estimatesof LECP pressures suggestthat this hot plasma will provide the previously described missing pressurein the core if
heavy ions dominate the ion composition.The angular dependenceof the LECP data indicatesa flow of
this hot plasma in the anti-Jupiter direction. This outflowing plasma could be the remnant of the
magnetosphericwind observednear Jupiter by LECP. On the basis of this preliminary study we have
identified the core regionsas having similaritiesto a plasma sheet.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since Scarf [1979] and Grzedzielski et al. [1981] first suggested that the Voyager 2 spacecraftmight enter the distant
Jovian magnetotail during its transit from Jupiter to Saturn,
numerous publications have reported in situ observational

evidence
fromVoyager
2 thatthespace?aft
hadentered
the

distant
Jovian
magnetotail.
Scarlet
al.[1981]andKurthetal'.

by PLS and MAG, respectively,within the core regions was
not sufficientto balance the external plasma pressure(i.e., ram
and thermal pressure)and magnetic field pressurein the solar
wind. Since the core regions are a generally observedphenomenon in the tail sightings, they are in all likelihood a permanent feature of the distant Jovian tail. It appears then that
a hot plasma component must be present within the core

[1982] used data from the Plasma Wave Experiment (PWS)
and the Plasma Science Experiment (PLS); Lepping et al.
[1982] used data from the Radio Astronomy Experiment
(PRA) and the MagnetometerExperiment(MAG); Leppinget
al. [1983a] useddata from MAG, PLS, and PRA; and Goldstein et al. [1985] used MAG and PLS data. Each data set
(PWS, PRA, PLS, and MAG) by itself cannot be used as
convincingevidencefor actual tail entry, but when combined
together the evidencefor tail entry becomesvery convincing.
The latter papers by Kurth et al. [1982], Leppin• et al.
[1983a] and Goldsteinet al. [1985] have been the most comprehensiveto date, and it is the Kurth et al. paper that first
coinedthe name "core" region for thoseregionswithin the tail
events when the plasma density is lowest, nonthermal con-

regions
withsu•cientlylowdensity
(n <• 10-3 cm-3)andhigh

tinuum radiation is the most intense, evidence for solar wind

weak evidence for any twisting of the field during the distant
tail events observedby Voyager 2.
In this paper, using data from the Low Energy Charged
Particle Experiment (LECP) on Voyager 2, we present observational evidencefor a hot plasma component within the core
regions of the Jovian tail which can provide the required inter-

plasmais totally absentin the PLS measurements,
and the
magneticfield orientationsare taillike in character(approximately aligned along the spacecraft-Jupiterline) versus the
interplanetarymagneticfield (IMF) direction which is, on
average,approximatelytransverseto the spacecraft-sun
line in
the eclipticplane.
Kurth et al. [1982] and later Leppin• et al. [1983a] noted

temperature (T >• 10 keV) that it could not be detected by the
PLS instrument but still provide the required pressure balance. An alternative explanation by Leppinq et al. [1983b] was
later introduced, which consideredthe possibility of a twisting
of the tail field lines imparted by the rotational motion of
Jupiter such that an outward centrifugal force of the field and
plasma within the tail provided the required internal pressure.
This twisting motion can be viewed as a circularly polarized
Alfv6n wave propagating down the Jovian tail. Recently, Goldstein et al. [1985] have presented observational evidence for
only a slight twisting of the field lines in the near-tail region,
using Voyager 1 outbound Jupiter encounter data between 80

Rj and 139 Rj from Jupiter center,and found conflictingand

nal pressurebalance,if this hot plasmais dominatedby heavy
ions and thus of Jovian origin. Becauseof the low densities

(T ,-, 90 keV) of this
that the plasmapressureplusmagneticfield pressureobserved (n ,-- 10-6 cm-3) and high temperatures
Copyright 1987 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 6A8772.
0148-0227/87/006A-8872505.00

hot plasma in the core the PLS instrument, which measures
ions with energy-per-charge(E/Q) below 6 kV, would not be
able to detect it. The LECP instrument with its large geometrical factor and higher energy coverage E > 30 keV was
able to detect this hot plasma.
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Fig. 1. Voyager 2 trajectory in a Jupiter-centeredcylindrical coordinate system wtih the -x' axis aligned along the aberrated position of the tail axis [from Goldsteinet al., 1985].
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In Figure 1 [from Goldsteinet al., 1985] we show a plot of
the Voyager 2 trajectory in a Jupiter-centered coordinate
system with the -x' axis oriented along the mean aberrated
position of the Jovian tail. This figure shows where 10 tail
sightingswere observed,i.e., betweenday 310 of 1980 and day
230 of 1981, when the spacecraftwas within 14ø of the aberrated tail axis. As discussedby Kurth et al. [1982] and
Lepping et al. !-1983a], these tail events occurred when the
solar wind ram pressuredropped to lower than averagelevels
(rarefaction regions).Thus the Jovian tail was observedwhen
it was allowed to expand axially and engulf the Voyager 2
spacecraft.Axial radial dimensionsof the distant tail are estimated to vary approximately between •>0.6 AU and 1.6 AU
except during major tearing away of the tail [Lepping et al.,
1983a]. Of the 10 events shown in Figure 1 we have made
comparisonsbetween the PLS, MAG, and LECP data setsin
only three of the major tail events,2, 3, and 5, for which events
2 and 3 gave the clearestevidencefor a hot plasma component

within the core regions.Event 3, which camewithin 400 Rs of
the mean aberrated position of the tail axis, was the longest
and most spectacularfor the PLS instrumentin that it lasted
for nearly 2 weeks and had numerouscore encounterswithin
which PLS densities were less than 10 -3 cm -3. It is this event

that we present in this paper as evidencefor a hot plasma
componentwithin the core regionsof the distant tail. In event
5 there is evidence for enhancement, of LECP fluxes within

the solecore event of that sighting,but it is not as convincing.
Figure 2 is a plot of the hot ion pressurePH observedby the
LECP instrument, the ion density ne observed by the PLS
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Fig. 2. Voyager 2 parameters for event 3 of Figure 1 plotted
versus time from 1981 day 65 to day 83. From top to bottom: the
LECP hot ion pressure Pn, PLS ion density ne, magnetic field
strength IBI, and the absolute value of the field orientation angle fi
plotted. Seetext for details.

tail region [Krimigis et al., 1980, 1981'1.As can be seen, the
heavier ions give a larger estimate for the ion pressure; if a
mean mass of 22 amu is more appropriate, then the quoted
pressurewill be higher by -,-50%. The LECP pressureswere
estimated only from fluxes above the low-energy cutoff of the

instrument E o (28 keV for protons; 66 keV for oxygen ions
[see Krirnigis et al., 1981, 1983] and thus if half the ion pressureresidesbelow E o, the pressurewill be underestimatedby a
factor of 2. This assumptionis based on hot ion observations
within the Jovian magnetosphere,where the ion spectra are
observed

to turn

over at the lower

LECP

channels.

A Max-

wellian can be fitted to these lower channels, which allow

instrument
(ne -- npq-2n•,n•,is protondensity,
andn• is alpha extrapolation below E o. When this is done, one finds that less
than half the ion pressureresidesbelow E o [seeKrimigiset al.,
1981]. But the pressureswere computed using data in angular
sector 1 (seeFigure 3), which measuresion fluxes coming from
Jupiter's (solar) direction, and then isotropy was assumed.
and oxygenO"+ ions; sincethe LECP instrumentcannotdis- Since the ion fluxes peak in this angular sector, as shown in
tinguishbetweenionsof differentchargestate(e.g.,O +, O + +, section 2.3, the LECP pressureswere overestimated by this
etc.), we used the notation O"+ for convenience.If this hot method by about a factor of 6. Therefore Figure 2 overestiplasmais of Jovianorigin,then sulfurions S"+, etc.,will also mates the total hot ion pressuresby about a factor of 3. In
be present. Measurements by the PLS instrument of the ther- Figure 2, no distinction has been made between ram and thermal plasma at Jupiter indicate the presence of oxygen and mal pressures.That distinction will be discussedin a later
sulfur ions of various charge states with a mean mass of 22 section.Data from angular sector 1 were used for estimating
amu [McNutt et al., 1981' Bagenal and Sullivan, 1981' Belcher, the LECP pressuresbecause of the resulting higher count
1983]. This thermal plasma is expected to contribute to the rates, and thus greater signal to noise ratio, and becausethe
magnetosphericwind observed by LECP in the near-Jovian flux increasesare more dramatic in this angular sector than
density), the magnetic field strength B, and the magnetic field
orientation fi (fi = 0ø for IMF orientation; fi = +90 ø for tail
orientation) as defined by Lepping et al. [1983a]. The LECP
pressureswere based on an assumedcomposition of protons
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core regions as first suggestedby Kurth et al. [1982], with the
implied possibilityof pressurebalanceat core "boundaries."
If one assumes the composition is primarily heavy ions
within the core regions,as argued below, and primarily composed of protons outside the core regions, then the hot ion
pressure variations become even more dramatic across the
core region boundaries.Additionally, with this choice of composition the hot ion pressureswithin the core regions exceed
the hot ion pressurewithin the solar wind, shown to the extreme left of Figure 2. If the above interpretation holds, then
Figure 2 shows a large-scaleincreasein the hot ion pressure
throughout event 3 with abrupt increasesdue to the core
regions.Correspondingly,there is a large-scaledecreasein the
PLS ion density and the magnetic field strength throughout
the tail event with localized minima within the core regions.
So on a large scale the observationsdisplay the required anticorrelation

between

LECP

and PLS-MAG

for the Jovian

tail

to be in quasi-pressurebalance with the solar wind plasma.

Overall, the variations in PH, n•, B, and /• are all consistent

0.1
t 1240I t 1 2150
I 1300t i
1230

t

1310

t

1320

with the spacecraftentering the hot plasma sheet of Jupiter's
distant magnetotail.

MARCH 10, 1981
DAY (69)

2.2. AngularCharacteristics
of the Hot PlasmaFluxes
Fig. 3. LECP count rate versustime for ion energy channel PL02
when the Voyager 2 spacecraft was within a core region. Because the
LECP instrument scans in time, this plot is also a plot of ion count
rate versusangle. The eight angular sectorsare defined in the upper
left inset, and angle sector number is indicated on the top horizontal
axis. Alternating symbols are used to discriminate between data in
nearby angular sectors: large dots for odd numbered sectors and

In Figure 3 we show the observedion flux in energy channel
P L02

as a function

of time

for a 50-min

interval

when

the

spacecraftwas in the core region on day 69. PL02 measures
ion fluxes with mean energy of 61 keV for protons and 121
keV for oxygen. Every 25 min 36 s the LECP instrument
small dots for even sectors.
completes one 360ø angular scan in the form of eight angular
sectorsas shown in the upper left-hand inset [see Krimigis et
al., 1977]; it scans from one angular sector to the next every
192 s (and takes about 1 s to move from one sector to the
the others(e.g.,flow is more beamlikein the core regions).The next). The count rate sample time was 24 s, and therefore
PLS ion densitieswere estimatedusingthe method described Figure 3 shows a number of data points within each sector.
by Kurth et al. [1982]. A similar plot of this data set, without The scan sequence,shown along the top of Figure 3, is such
the LECP data, can be found in the paper by Kurth et al. that the instrument scans from sectors 1 to 8 and then 8 to 1.
[1982], and many of the featuresin this event are discussedin The inset showsthat angular sectors1 and 8 see ions coming
that paper.
from the solar or Jovian direction, sectors 2, 3, 6, and 7 see
For our purposes in this paper we will concentrate our ions moving transverseto the spacecraft-Jupiterline, and secattention on the relationshipbetweenthe LECP data and the tors 4 and 5 see ions moving toward Jupiter. Note that for
PLS and MAG data. The most striking featurein Figure 2 is sector 8 a shield is in front of the detector, and the measured
the definite anticorrelationbetweenthe LECP ion pressures flux in this sectorgivesan estimateof the background counts
and the PLS ion densitiesfor many featuresduring the tail that contaminate the measurements made in the other sectors.
event. This anticorrelation is observed even for the brief core
The data clearly show an enhancementin ion fluxescoming
eventsat 0400 and 1500 spacecrafteventtime (SCET) on day from the Jovian (and solar) direction which is consistentwith
78. Anticorrelationsalso occurbetweenthe LECP ion pres- a flow of plasma from a Jovian sourceand aligned along the
suresand the magneticfield strengthB but perhapsare not as tail axis. Outside the core regions,ion fluxesare lower in the
striking.Near the end of the tail event,after day 80, when the forward sectors (1, 2, and 7) than observed within the core
spacecraftis in the processof reenteringthe solar wind, there regions, and the angular variations of the observed flux outis a clearanticorrelation
betweenne and B (contraryto what sidethe core regionsare characteristicallymore isotropic.This
is observedin the core).Here we may be seeingtime station- appearanceof isotropy may simply be due to the fact that the
ary structuresin the solar wind frame that are in quasi- signal in the forward sectors dropped to near-background
pressurebalance(plasmabeta of •, 1) and that are beingcon- levels.Figure 4 is a plot, which showsthe count rate in anguvectedpast the spacecraft.During this later period the LECP lar sectors 1, 2, and 5 for all of day 75. The purpose of this
data display no clear relationship with the PLS and MAG
plot is to show the angular variation of the fluxes within the
variations. During the tail part of the event the LECP fluxes core regions, with almost all the observed flux in angular
displaya definiteenhancement
within the core regions,where sector 1. As the spacecraftmovesoutsidethe core region (1620
the PLS densitiesare very low (ne< 10-3 cm-3), and the SCET), the fluxesin those sectorsfacing Jupiter decrease,and
magnetic field strength B tends to be lower. Outside the core the observed signal drops down to the noise level of the inregionsthe reverseis seen.We thereforehaveconvincingevi- strument after 1800 SCET, so that ion fluxes are nearly the
dencefor the pressureof a hot plasmacomponentwithin the same in all angular sectors.
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2.3. Spectral Characteristicsof Hot Plasma
Component

0

Figures 5 and 6 are log-log plots of the hot ion distribution
function measured by the LECP instrument within one of the
core regions. The distribution function is plotted versus ion
speed after it has been shifted into the proper frame of the
plasma moving at velocity ¾ (determined by the analysis described below). The plasma composition was assumed to be
protons for Figure 5 and oxygen ions for Figure 6. Both spectra represent a time average of ion fluxes within a 4-hour
48-min time interval from 0711 to 1159 SCET on day 74,
which was done to improve counting statistics and allow
background subtractionsto be performed.In each figure, data
from angular sectors1, 3, and 5 are shown. When the data are
properly shifted into the proper frame, all the data points
collect along a single straight line in the log f versus log [(v

- Vo)/Vo]plot (i.e., V0 = V for sector 1, V0 = 0 for sector 3,
and Vo = -V for sector5). The ion flow speedis V, and v0 is
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Fig. 6. Sameas Figure 5 exceptassumedcompositionis oxygen.

theion speedat the low-energycutoffof the LECP instrument

Eo = «mVo
2. Thereforethe ion spectrum
obeysa powerlaw
with respectto energyor velocitywith the energypower law
index 7 = 3.54 for protons and 7 = 4.5 for oxygenions. For
protons the estimatedflow speed is V = 800 km/s, mean

properframeenergyTn = 48 keV,anddensity
nn = 2 x 10-?
cm-3 (for E > E0).For oxygenionsthe flow speedis V = 200

km/s,Tn = 87 keV,and nn = 10-6 cm-3. Because
the spectrum is steeperfor heavy ions, one can show there is potentially more ion pressurebelow the instrument'slow-energy

cutoffE0. Note that thedatain Figure3 showthesignalto be
almost all noise in sectors 4 and 5, so that most of the ob-

for oxygenions,more than 3 ordersof magnitudebelowthat
typicallyobservedin the solar wind. Finally, the above estimatesnn and Tn allow us to estimatePn, which doesnot
include the ram pressureterm. When this is done, we get

Pn • 1.3x 10-•'• dyne/cm
2 for protons and Pn •' 1.3
x 10-•3 dyne/cm2 for oxygenions (again, for the pressure
contributionsthat lie within the LECP energyrange).For this
same time interval the estimatedpressuresshown in Figure 2

usingonlysector1 datagivePn = 8 x 10- •'• for protonsand
Pn • 7 x 10-•3 dyne/cm
2 for oxygen
ions.Therefore
asnoted
before,the method describedin section2.1 overestimatesthe

-6

portionof Pn withinthe LECP rangeby a factorof 6. Thenif

PLO

1

-7

0.3

pnV• for the hot plasmathat lies within the LECP energy
rangeis 2 x 10-•5 dyne/cm
• forprotons
and10-•'• dyne/cm
•

PROTONS

VOYAGER

0.2

servedsignalin sector5 was background.Thereforethe good
fit for sector 5 data in Figures 5 and 6 may be fortuitous.
Using the estimatednn and V, the computedram pressure
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Fig. 5. Log-log plot of hot proton distribution function f•(v)
versus(v- Vo)/V
o suchthat speedsderivedfrom angularsectors1, 3,
and 5 have been approximatelyshiftedinto the proper frame of the
plasma,whichis movingradially away from Jupiterat speedVo. The

low energycutoffof the instrumentis Eo = «rnvo
2. Error barsare
uncertaintiesdue to counting statisticerrors and do not include any

systematic
uncertainties
attributedto backgroundsubtractions,
which
are severe for sector 5.

we assumethe sameamount of pressureresidesbelow E o, the

Pn shownin Figure2 overestimates
the total thermalpressure
by about a factor of 3.
2.4.

Pressure Balance

Considerations

Using the approach outlined by Lepping et al. [1983a], we
have the following equation for pressurebalance across the
core boundaries:

Bœ
2

Bz2

PEVE
2sin
20•
E+ • + PE= plV/2
sin
20•,+ • + Pt
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for which p is the massdensity,V the plasma flow speed,• the
angle of attack the flow makes with respectto the boundary
surface,B the magneticfield strength,and P the plasma pres-

clearly evident. The observations clearly show an anti-

sure(P -- Pe q- Pi wherePc, Pi are the electronand ion pressure, respectively).The subscriptsœ, I stand for external and

anticorrelations are such that the LECP pressures are enhanced within the core regions relative to that outside, while

internal relative to the core region. For simplicity of argument
we will ignore the ram pressureterm, which lessensthe internal pressurerequirementsof the hot plasma for pressurebalance. If we were to take the boundary crossingtime to be day
71 0145 SCET (others at day 67 0000 SCET and day 73 1815
SCET could also be used),the thermal pressureof the solar
wind plasma observedby PLS outsidethe core region is esti-

the reverseis generallytrue for ne and P•. The magneticfield

correlation between LECP ion pressurePa and both PLS

densityne and MAG magneticfieldpressure
P•-- B2/8mThe

pressure need not be a minimum within the core regions, although there is always a large-scaledecreasein P• centeredon
the major tail events. For example, during event 2 there was a
rise in B within the core event on day 51 (see Figure 6a of
Goldstein et al. [1985]).
The data in most events show a large-scale increase in the
matedto be PE• 1.3x 10-13 dyne/cm
2 and the magnetic LECP hot ion pressure during the tail event relative to that
field pressureB•r2/811:
• 5 x 10-13 dyne/cm
2. Thereforewe outside in the solar wind, if protons are assumedto be the ion
have a low-/?plasmajust outsidethe core regionswhere the composition in the regions with solar wind plasma and heavy

magneticfield pressuredominates.Within the core region the ions (On+) are assumedto be the ion compositionfor the core
plasmapressureobservedby the PLS instrumentis undetect- regions. This hot plasma was found to provide the required
pressurewithin the core regions for pressurebalance across
able,and the magneticfield pressure
has droppedto
8r•= 7.5 x 10- •'• dyne/cm
2. ExcludingLECP data, the pres- the core region boundaries if the composition of this hot
suredifferentialis AP = Pe- Pt '• 5.5 x 10-•3 dyne/cm
2. If plasma within the core regions was dominated by heavy ions.
one usesthe hot ion pressureshown in Figure 2 for protons, Since some form of quasi-pressurebalance must occur if the
core regions are to be a permanent feature of the Jovian tail,
onegetsAPa/3 • 1.67x 10-1,•dyne/cm
2 (Apa = Pat which is more than an order of magnitude below that required as observations appear to indicate, then heavy ions must
for pressurebalance(the factorof 3 in APa/3 resultsfrom our dominate the composition of this hot plasma, which must
previousestimatethat APa in Figure 2 overestimatesthe ther- therefore be of Jovian origin. Lanzerotti et al. [1980, 1987]
mal pressureby a factor of 3). Inclusionof the solar wind ram studied pressure balance across plasma sheet crossings of
pressureterm makes the casefor protons even worse.But if --•40-120 Rj from Jupiter on the nightsideusing LECP and

oneusesAPa/3 • 2 x 10-•3 dyne/cm
2 for oxygenions,quasi- MAG data. In both studiesthere was a tendency for a larger
pressurebalancebecomespossible;this supportsthe interpretation that the core regions are a permanent feature of the
Jovian tail and are not a transient phenomenon.

Similar arguments can be made for some of the other
boundary crossingtimes.For the core regionscenteredon day
72 0000 SCET and day 74 1500 SCET the major changein
magneticfield pressureoccurswhen the spacecraftentersthe
core region.Subsequently,there is a generalrisein Bt until the
exiting boundary crossing time, when there is very little

changein B2/8•:.The gradualrisein B is consistent
with an

fraction of the proton pressure(versusheavy ion pressure)to
be needed to supply the required pressurebalance but with a
tendency for an increasein the fraction of the pressure due to
heavy ions (oxygen) to that of protons being needed for
plasma sheet crossingsas the radial distancefrom Jupiter increased.For example,at --•80 Rj, 75% of the proton pressure

(P;,) and 25% of the oxygenpressure(Po) were neededto
supplythe requiredpressure,
while at 120 Rj, 50% P;, and
50% Po were needed. So we may be seeingevidence for a

AP =4 x 10-13 dyne/cm
2 and from LECP APa/3 • 1.67

compositional change with radial distance, such that heavier
ions contribute more to the plasma pressureat larger r (Lanzerotti et al. [1987] do note that this apparent compositional
change could be artifically caused by a change in spectral
index 7 with r). Then since the magnetosphericwind will form

x 10-14 dyne/cm
2 for protonsand APa/3•2.7 x 10-13

beyond 150 Rj, the ionic composition may be such that

increasein external pressureand an axial compressionof the
tail. For the boundary crossing beginning at about day
72 1700 SCET the pressurechangefrom PLS and MAG was

dyne/cm2 for oxygen ions. Although the above boundary almost all the plasma pressure is provided by heavy ions,
crossinghas a large data gap within it, the pressuredifferential

which appears to be the case in the distant magnetotail, i.e.,

due to the solarwind plasmaalone,P•- Pt ~ 1.3x 10-13 beyond --•6000 Rj. Furthermore, the thermal plasma measuredyne/cm2, can excludeprotons as the plasma composition ments in the dayside Jovian magnetosphere by PLS give a
within the core regions,if quasi-pressurebalance is to be satisfied. Finally, we note that the plasma beta within the core
region with a compositiondominated by heavy ions is --•1.

mean ion mass of •22 ainu with protons providing only a
small fraction of the ion mass [McNutt et al., 1981]. Therefore
if, as expected,the thermal plasma makes an important contribution to the magnetosphericwind observed by LECP (ion
3.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
acceleration assumed to occur), then heavy ions will be exUsing data from the LECP, PLS, and MAG instruments on pectedto dominate the ion composition in the distant tail.
the Voyager 2 spacecraft, we have presented observational
Angle scan plots of the LECP fluxes observedduring the
evidencefor the presenceof a substantial hot plasma compo- tail events show this hot plasma within the core region to be
nent within the core regions of the Jovian tail, as originally flowing away from Jupiter along the tail axis. Outside the core
predicted by Kurth et al. [1982]. For this paper we have pre- regions the LECP ion fluxes are lower and appear more isosented data only from event 3, using the numbering system tropic. The energy spectra in Figures 5 and 6 show that this
introduced by Lepping et al. [1983a], but similar evidencefor hot plasma obeys a power law when the data have been shifta hot plasma component within the core regions of the other ed into the proper frame of the plasma. Flow speedsare estimajor tail eventsexistsand could also have been given. Event mated to be V - 800 km/s for protons and V - 200 km/s for
3 was shown because the evidence from that event was most
oxygen. The energy spectral indices are y--3.5 for protons
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and • = 4.5 for oxygen ions. The mean proper frame energies Belcher, J. W., The low-energy plasma in the Jovian magnetosphere,
in Physics of the Jovian Magnetosphere,edited by A. J. Dessler, p.
give Tn - 48 keV for protonsand Tn - 87 keV for oxygen.
68, Cambridge University Press,New York, 1983.
Since this hot plasma in the distant tail is apparently of Goldstein, M. L., R. P. Lepping, and E. C. Sittier, Jr., Magnetic field
Jovian origin, it is tempting to attribute it to being a remnant
properties of Jupiter's tail at distancesfrom 80 to 7500 Jovian radii,
d. Geophys.Res., 90, 8223, 1985.
of the magnetosphericwind observedby Krirnigiset al. [1980,
1981]. This wind was observedin Jupiter'smagnetotailby the Grzedzielski, S., W. Macek, and P. Oberc, Expected immersion of
Saturn's magnetosphere in the Jovian magnetotial, Nature, 292,
Voyager 2 LECP instrumentat distancesgreaterthan 150 Rs
615, 1981.
and near the outbound magnetopausecrossing.With the ex- Krimigis, S. M., T. P. Armstrong, W. I. Axford, C. O. Bostrom, C. Y.
ception of the observation of some highly directed, monFan, G. Gloeckler, and L. J. Lanzerotti, The low energy charged
particle (LECP) experiment on the Voyager spacecraft,Space Sci.
oenergeticbeams of ions this wind consistsgenerally of conRev., 21, 329-354, 1977.
vected Maxwellians with power law tails. The angular scans
Krimigis, S. M., T. P. Armstrong, W. I. Axford, C. O. Bostrom, C. Y.
showed that the convection velocities point away from the
Fan, G. Gloeckler, L. J. Lanzerotti, D.C. Hamilton, and R. D.
Jupiter (or sun) direction. Densitieswere estimatedto be nn •
Zwickl, Energetic (•, 100 keV) tailward directed ion beam outside

1-3 x 10-'• cm-3 assumingprotonsand 3-10 x 10-'• cm-3

the Jovian plasma boundary, Geophys.Res.Lett., 7, 13, 1980.
Krimigis, S. M., J. F. Carbary, E. P. Keath, C. O. Bostron, W. I.
Axford, G. Gloeckler, L. J. Lanzerotti, and T. P. Armstrong,
Characteristicsof hot plasma in the Jovian magnetosphere:Results
from the Voyager spacecraft,J. Geophys.Res.,86, 1981.
order of 5 Rs, and it has beenhypothesizedby Krirnigiset al. Krimigis, S. M., J. F. Carbary, E. P. Keath, T. P. Armstrong, L. J.
Lanzerotti, and G. Gloeckler, General characteristicsof hot plasma
[1981] that the sourceregion extendsacrossthe entire magand energetic particles in the Saturnian magnetosphere: Results
netotail.
from the Voyager spacecraft,J. Geophys.Res.,88, 8871, 1983.
If the distant tail hot plasma is directly associatedwith the
Kurth, W. S., J. D. Sullivan, D. A. Gurnett, F. L'. Scarf, H. S. Bridge,
magnetosphericwind, the parameters of one phenomenon
and E. C. Sittler, Jr., Observations of Jupiter's distant magnetotail
ought to be related to the other by meansof conservationof
and wake, J. Geophys.Res.,87, 10,373, 1982.
mass.The flow velocitieswithin the magnetosphericwind are Lanzerotti, L. J., C. G. Maclennan, S. M. Krimigis, T. P. Armstrong,
K. W. Behannon, and N. F. Ness, Statics of the nightside Jovian
consistent, to within a factor of 2, with the distant tail flow
plasma sheet,Geophys.Res. Lett., 7, 817, 1980.
velocities. Hence the mass conservations condition, p VA
Lanzerotti, L. J., C. G. Maclennan, J. N. Broughton, D. Venkatesan,
= const,reducesto nNtNL
N = nt:tt:Lt:,wheresubscriptsN and
and R. P. Lepping, Magnetic field and particle pressure in the
plasma sheet of Jupiter, in Magnetotail Physics,edited by A. T. Y.
F refer to near and far, n and t refer to density and source
Lui, pp. 383-387, John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Md.,
region thickness,respectively,and L is essentiallythe diameter

assuming oxygen ions. The estimated flow speedswere 300900 km/s for protons. The thermal energiesare of the order of
100 keV/particle. The thicknessof the emitting region is of the

of the tail at the measurement
point. Using nN= 5 x 10-4

cm-3, t• = 5 Rs,L• = 2 x 170Rs,nv = 10-6 cm-3 andusing
Lr = 1000 Rs [Leppinget al., [1983a], one calculatesthat
tv • Lv. In other words, one would predict that the mag-
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Lepping, R. P., L. F. Burlaga, M.D.

Desch, and L. W. Klein, Evi-

dencefor a distant (> 8700 Rs) Jovian magnetotail,Geophys.Res.
Lett., 9, 885, 1982.

Lepping, R. P., M.D.

Desch, L. W. Klein, E. C. Sittier, Jr., J. D.

Sullivan, W. S. Kurth, and K. W. Behannon, Structure and other

netosphericwind essentiallyfills up the entire distant magproperties of Jupiter's distant magnetotail, J. Geophys. Res., 88,
netotail. In hypothesizinga connection between the mag8801, 1983a.
netospheric wind there is clearly no problem with source Lepping, R. P., K. H. Schatten, and E. C. Sittler, Jr., Magnetic field
inhibition of plasma entry into the distant Jovian magnetotail, Eos
strength.Observationally,however,the hot plasmain the disTrans. AGU, 64, 795, 1983b.
tant magnetotailmay be confinedto regions(the core regions)
smaller than the full tail area. Then if the magnetospheric
wind is the sourceof the distant magnetotail hot plasma, some

McNutt, R. L., Jr., J. W. Belcher, and H. S. Bridge, Positive ion
observationsin the middle magnetosphereof Jupiter, J. Geophys.
Res., 86, 8319, 1981.

plasmamust be lost from the tail as the plasmais transported Scarf, F. L., Possible traversals of Jupiter's distant magnetic tail by
Voyager and Saturn, J. Geophys.Res., 84, 4422, 1979.
tailward, or the magnetosphericwind sourceregion does not
extend across the entire magnetotail [e.g., Vasyliunas,1983]. Scarf, F. L., W. S. Kurth, D. A. Gurnett, H. S. Bridge, and J. D.
Sullivan, Jupiter tail phenomena upstream from Saturn, Nature,
Overall the data are consistentwith the hypothesisthat the
292, 585, 1981.
magnetospheric
wind is the sourceof the distant tail hot plas- Vasyliunas, V. M., Plasma distribution and flow, in Physics of the
Jovian Magnetosphere,edited by A. J. Dessler, p. 395, Cambridge
University Press,New York, 1983.

mas.
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